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The end of “civilization” and “The Matrix” world order

Collapse and Dissolution
Preface to the two following articles: “Wealth Collapse & War” and “The
Fall of the Nations”…
Knowing there are many who still believe that “life will go on” and that “humans will
adapt”, we offer these analyses and insights. Perhaps some who read these words will
find the material of benefit to them as they in turn try to relate to or to help others who
are in denial or bewilderment.
Breakdown and dissolution is an essential part of loosening the “white knuckle” grip
that so many have on their human existence and allows them additional moments to
consider another way to be as humans. This breakdown and dissolution will be
occurring at three primary levels: social and economic; planetary environment; and the
energetic fields that maintain the dynamics and illusions of form. These are being
choreographed to some extent form the higher planes.
These are the last commentaries we will be making concerning the severity of and
breakdown and collapse of the old ways. Those who are bewildered by what is and will
be occurring may eventually catch glimpses of the truth behind the illusions of the
human social reality.
Those who continue to support the old reality through conflict against it --through the
giving of their “moral” support –or through misplaced hopefulness --will find it all
coming to a dramatic end and themselves too connected to a dying reality.
There are those who are already moving into a new level of awareness and an increase
in their overall “light quotient”.
Over these coming months and very few years, all humans will be presented with
ongoing opportunities to “upshift” and let go of the old. The more of the old that is let go
of, the more complete and more rapid will be the “upshifting” process. Initially it will be
confusing to many, so it is best to remember to stay with the larger transformation
process and not settle into the first level that offers slight improvement.
~~~
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The Fall of the Nations
By Alex Kochkin
Note: This article is the last in a trilogy of articles on the collapse of the old. The first is “The
Global Economic Crisis Is Not What It Seems” (http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/GA%20News%20%20Winter2008-09FINAL.pdf); the second is “Wealth Collapse & War”.

Preface
“Nations” have held the potential for human expression as relatively cohesive collectives
within the larger collective consciousness of humanity. Superficially, most nations exhibited
some combination of common geography, language, culture, history, ethnicity, economy, etc.
More importantly they represented a structure for the expression of a certain level of collective
commonality that could be differentiated within the larger pool of humanity.
The question always was whether at least one nation would ever set an example in terms of
the higher destiny of humans as spiritual beings. Usually, a first step would be how nations
treated those who lived within their geographic area. In too many cases, a nation’s history was
based on the brutal subjugation of others. For certain nations, their “common” history was
long and old enough that, through intermarriage and the amnesia of time, these antagonisms
receded into a hazy history that would be repeatedly rewritten.
While events in certain nations have stimulated new dynamics elsewhere, inspirational notions
such as egalitarianism, civil rights, participatory democracy, etc., were very short lived and
quickly co-opted by those in positions of authority and influence –humans who for the most
worked in ways that were mostly compatible with both human and higher level dark forces.
It was thus that the “democratic” movements came to naught and simply made it easier for
advances in parasitical behaviors. Such dark behaviors became the default at all levels of
society.
Many nations learned to project themselves as collective parasites upon other populations.
This in turn provided an easy basis for global conflicts and so quickly humanity came under
the influence of the most powerful of controlling global interests and of course under more
direct and easy influence of the higher level dark powers.
A notable exception was the Iroquois Confederacy in the USA –once they turned from conflict
and war and turned toward spiritual and democratic behavior. At the time of the founding of
the USA by medieval era colonists from Europe, the Iroquois Confederacy (Haudenosaunee)
represented the oldest continuous democratic society and one that strove to live in conscious
connection to the Creator of All, Great Spirit --a “civil spirituality” that had no need for religions
and the attendant issues of “separation of church and state”. Their principles of governance
were far more advanced and sophisticated than anything of the Europeans.
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Background
The “nation”, as a social, economic, and political concept, has always been a descriptor for an
artificial construct most useful at the hands of the dark powers that be –both those of the
earthly and of the higher realms. Certain esoteric literature has presented the “Lord of the
Nations”, “Lord of the World”, and “Lord of Falsehood”, dark force entities that manipulate
nations toward both war and peace, depending on how it furthers its interests in enthralling
humanity. (It should be noted, that with only a few exceptions, most of the esoteric literature,
has presented these dark powers in a favorable light and often under false cover.) The top
echelon of the human powers-that-be have generally been initiated into contact with such
entities. While they enjoy power and influence in the human world, the price they pay is
devastating at their soul level.
Today, many of these dark entities are either withdrawing or are being removed as part of the
larger clearing process underway. But like the dissolution of the power of the global controllers
on earth, this process does not happen quickly to the human frame of reference and in the
short term intensifies, especially as various former subordinates vie for control in the absence
of higher controlling entities.
The foundation of the major and modern nations is one of systematic and cynical destruction
of indigenous societies, the natural environment, and parasitism upon the national
populations. “Nations” developed as convenient vehicles to compartmentalize and control a
burgeoning world population. Some nations were encouraged to subjugate large sections of
continents that eventually came to be known as the “Third World”. In so doing and by fiat,
they created new nations under the direct control of various global power blocks and secured
materials and labor resources to parasitize in diverse ways. In turn, this permitted a dribbling
of new material wealth to the mass populations of the various major world powers and helped
expand their influence and forestall their own collapse.
Nationalism has been used by the dark powers to foment wars, “civil” and inter-national. The
th
“world wars” of the 20 century were fought under false pretenses and their false nature
perpetuated through the present day. Global organizations and various social support groups
serve to expand the support base for the dark while operating under a falsehood of
benevolence. Movements for “national liberation”, likewise have been instruments of dark
control that have engaged well intentioned and naïve individuals in the replacement of forms
without a qualitative change in the substance of human existence. Those who succeeded in
forming an alternative state apparatus were generally able to succeed because otherwise, the
result would have been too great of social conflict for the-powers-that-be to tolerate. And so it
goes on.
The rise of nations, classes, private property, and the state and the dominance of the
patriarchal nuclear family has never been the logical or natural process of social evolution,
contrary to social indoctrination spanning generations. There was always another path of
development for those who have identified as human, it was a path based upon cooperation
and conscious connection with one another and the natural environment –within the context of
connection to higher self and Source.
However, this alternate path was circumvented early on by very high levels of the dark forces
and their various embodied instrumentalities –human and other. One factor that facilitated
this to be exploited was the premature introduction of “free will” –a type of self-centeredness
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that emanated from the dark forces. Even the concept and meaning of free-will was hijacked
to such an extent that few have any notion of what its true and original meaning as intended
by Source.
True, there have been many liberation movements and revolutionaries of many types from
social and scientific to political and spiritual. Regardless of how noble or highly intentioned
such movements may have begun or how genuine the passion of their followers, vast majority
of liberation movements have fallen under the invisible influences of the shadowy forces that
have truly directed the affairs of humanity for a time longer than most people realize. As if
ordinary political, racial, ethnic, religious, and other such manipulators of social division of a
humanity under thrall of the dark forces were not enough, ample alternatives were developed
under the auspices of higher level dark forces and channeled down to various “spiritual
leaders”. This was done especially over the recent century in anticipation of the present
period, when the-powers-that-be run short of convenient falsehoods that have served them so
well.
A few noteworthy examples can be found in the spiritual distortions behind Alice Bailey/Lucis
Trust and the creation of a diverse “new age movement” that is mostly based upon a common
set of falsehoods. Today we find the current leaders of various “alternative” and “new age/new
thought” groupings positioned to provide important social or meme support for various
agencies of the-powers-that-be such as the USA presidency and political apparatus, the United
Nations, and other seemingly “independent” social or political initiatives too numerous to list.
Unless humanity can properly acknowledge and reconcile this, it will be the fate of most
nations to fail as political economic entities. The “sovereignty” of nations has never truly
existed except as political and social notions of well-intended but tragically naïve people. The
“rights of states” and “state to state” protocols have all served to further reinforce the great
falsehood of “the nation”. People who are born or live under the legalities of a particular state
are indoctrinated from youth to identify themselves as members of a nation and to see the
world in terms of national/cultural distinctions.
Today, the concept of nations can be seen more readily to be one of an instrument of control
over large sections of humanity as well as the subjugation of localized portions of humanity
within nations or via neo-colonialism and imperialism. This control occurs both through the
use of the state as an extension of political-economic goals of the top echelons of the global
elite – and more subtly through maintaining a profound falsehood. This falsehood has been
very convenient in masking the true nature of the “dark control matrix”.
Think about it: the mass media and the mass mind continue to reference the policies and
actions of this nation or that, relative to politics, finance, wars, etc. Nothing could be further
from the truth.
The nations of the world as functioning political states cannot engage in significant
international behaviors without the direction and support of the global powers that be. One
cannot talk about any country without considering its true purpose in the greater scheme of
engineered global chaos and control. There are no exceptions to this. None whatsoever.
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The USA
Recently we viewed a series on Native Americans that was broadcast on the PBS television
channel. The five-part series told more of the story of the vicious and cynical extermination of
the indigenous people by the European immigrants to the “new world”, and provided limited
insight into the relationships and decision process of certain of the indigenous groups.
Regrettably, the series failed to elucidate on the Iroquois Confederacy (Haudenosaunee) and of
course failed to explain the extent of degeneration of many tribes from their earlier state of
connection to Spirit. Overall, for a mass television series with high production quality and
casting for dramatization of events, it was well done.
The extermination and herding into forced refugee territories continued into the early 1900’s.
Today, it has been barely 100 years that these atrocities officially concluded. The process was
continued through the corruption of certain tribal “leaders” who were essentially like a
comprador ruling class who worked the agenda of the dominant powers that be. Alaska and
Canada were one of the last of these efforts to impose the pathology of the dominant “modern
society” of land ownership and financial exploitations on all the northern indigenous
populations. This pattern of systematic exploitation and genocide continued to be developed to
the form we see in the world today, nearly always promoted by various powerful national
interests in concert with the wishes of a global elite that stands above all nations.
Today, those countries that most represent the Euro-Anglo “modern civilization” are in the
early stages of breakdown and we see the corresponding rise of fascism in the USA and other
countries. Fascism, is more than just the social expression of twisted social values and the
public exhibition of paramilitary groups in black shirts of brown shirts, etc. Fascism is based
upon the near complete merger of the power of private capital with the power of the state. The
state, with its legal and military apparatus, becomes the direct or open instrument of power
th
and control for elite who are most in control. In the 20 century, this also was a prelude to war
as the demagoguery of fascism proved useful in mobilizing the public to support all manner of
terrible civil and international actions. The-powers-that-be funded the major sides in the
conflicts, as per usual. Today, it is with no exaggeration that the successor to the Germanbased Third Reich can be described as the Fourth Reich and it is rapidly exercising its power
over the USA as well as other countries.
In reflecting upon terrible deeds done within the USA and throughout the world that led to the
rise of the USA as the preferred base of operations for the global controllers, these directly led
to the creation of a consumer society of pathological qualities. As people become more aware
of such basic history, it is easy to anticipate many becoming angered at all this; and yet others
who would be indifferent. Some would find this to be yet another reason as to why humanity
is undeserving of continuity.
Any way one may look at the situation, there is an enormous energetic burden that requires a
comparably enormous resolution. Otherwise, it will not be possible for humanity to proceed in
its evolution and raises disturbing questions as to the likely near-term future of the human
species on earth.
As we discuss in the article on “Absolution” in the concluding issue that is in preparation, these
matters are all resolvable in the ascension and transformational process. A new way of being
can emerge for those who show the capacity to live in a new way that is connected by a high
spiritual awareness.
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At a human 3-d level of consciousness, the concept of forgiveness and reconciliation would be
the closest expression. However noble the intent, given the overall state of human
consciousness, the domination of the powers that be, and the profound infection of dark
control memes, truly complete forgiveness and reconciliation are not possible without the
benefit of ascension consciousness. “Forgiveness” in today’s context continues to function as a
control meme that facilitates the re-integration of personal and social malcontent and
disaffection into society with the least social cost.

The Obama Presidency
Months ago, as follow-up to a brief March 2008 editorial on the USA elections,
(http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/USAElections.pdf), we prepared an in-depth article running
fifteen pages of background to the falsehoods and manipulations leading up to the USA
elections, specifically covering the process and implementation of the engineered Obama
election and its directed purpose by the-powers-that-be. That article has not been published
and perhaps will never be.
The new USA president has further reinforced the lies of September 11, the lies of artificially
created enemies to justify perpetual war, the implementation of prolonged, ‘preventive
detention”, torture, and worse. The new USA president deliberately facilitated the most rapid
and enormous transfer of wealth to the top echelon of global controllers and is rapidly fulfilling
a pre-determined role to oversee the dismantlement of the USA and the establishment of new
global centers of military and economic power that represent the goals of those who would
represent the rise of a new world order under a “Fourth Reich”. We are now in the middle
stages of expansion and consolidation of fascism, the unification of the power of capital with
the power of the state, projected globally.
Humanity is now beyond the point of rational debate, discourse, and the civil examination of
“issues”. For all those who may be swayed to truth by logical, alternative information, there
will be a comparable number falling into line, perhaps by the next false flag operation. Given
the ongoing social basis in the USA for terribly evil deeds to be performed in the name of the
“American people”, the breakdown and effective dissolution of the USA as a nation is the only
probable outcome.
That the problems and issues of humanity are now beyond any ordinary human solution, has
been discussed in various articles published in Global Awakening News and the New Earth
Summit forums.
As part of the dissolution of the old, there will be growing numbers of people who opt out of
the “matrix life” in various ways and will have less and less interest in the various exposures
and debates. Today most people have been so profoundly conditioned that they can not
discern what is true and what is false.
Those who form the strongest social opposition to the Obama presidency will find that most of
their reasons are based upon distortions and manipulations. Those who form the strongest
social base for Obama will need to see for themselves how this all turns out. Of this social
base, there is a range of the usual sorts of groups that have traditionally supported the
“democratic party” side. But the one with the most “fallen” position are those of the so-called
“new age” movement who use spiritual reasons to foster support for the Obama presidency
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and promote the illusion that he is to bring about enlightened society. Using spirituality to
mislead in this manner only serves the darkest of agendas.
Yet even this will become fully resolved in the absolution process that is associated with
ascension and transformation.

High Compassion
Indeed, humanity and individuals have much to account for, but the perspective of “high
compassion” also informs us that it is not a matter of blame and shame upon humanity as a
“failed experiment” and the source of darkness. We are, after all projections from our higher
selves that have been caught in multiple webs of deceit and intrigues designed to facilitate the
control of a darkness that sought to replace the Creator of All with itself.
Consider how best to let go of the old ways and habits and increase your capacity for a new
existence. Will it be mainly through conscious deliberation and practice? Or will it be thrust
upon you through changes to the planetary environment or perhaps by social and political
breakdown?

~~~
To better understand the transformational processes at the human and the cosmic levels, please see
Global Awakening News – link: http://www.pfcn.net/napsum-bul1.html

Also, as of this posting, there is a new article with insights and analysis into the situation
in Iran and the Iranian Elections.
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=959.msg4174#msg4174
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